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CAN  WE  REALLY  AFFORD  IT? 

It’s that time of year again when pigeon clubs, both large and small, produce year end accounts and 

balance sheets showing income and expenditure for the year just passed – but does the average club 

member understand what all these figures really mean when they are asked “to pass the balance 

sheet and accounts” at the AGM? 

My own feeling is that they don’t, not that it’s their fault, because the format for the presentation of 

financial matters was drawn up many years ago by accountants whose main object in life was to 

confuse most people and justify the huge amounts of money they charged for drawing up “the 

accounts”.  

Now don’t get me wrong, I understand that detailed accounts need to be prepared and made 

available in order to ensure that everything is above board and that the club Treasurer is not using 

the members’ money to go on exotic holidays somewhere where the climate is a lot warmer than 

here in the UK. But this type of detailed financial information would and should be poured over by 

the auditors and signed off as a true and accurate statement of the club or federation’s financial 

situation and then an abridged version produced for the rank and file membership, in a format that 

can be easily understood, which would make it clear what monies are really available and where the 

organisation has overspent or made a loss in the year gone by. 

Words like, Fixed Assets, Depreciation, Liabilities 

and Represented by Members Funds are just 

confusing to people with a lack of knowledge of 

how accounts are drawn up and certainly don’t 

give a clear picture to the average fancier.      

What I need to know and so do they is, “Do the 

subs we pay adequately cover the administration 

costs of running the club or federation?” “How 

much have we spent on running costs such as 

Officials wages, Telephone charges, Postage & 

Printing costs etc?” I know all that information is 

all in the detailed accounts but you have to do a lot of searching and arithmetic to work it all out. 

The same applies to the cost of racing. “Does the birdage we pay cover the costs of each and every 

race no matter where the liberation is from?” “Where is any prize money coming from?” 

All this information could easily be provided if the presenting of the accounting was simplified - 

don’t you think! 

SMDF’s hard working Treasurer on a well-

deserved holiday!! 



 
 

By simplifying the procedures it would allow all club members to be able to meaningfully contribute 

to the financial decisions necessary to keep your club or federation on an even keel and be able to 

recognise when it is necessary to increase prices. Costs do rise no matter how we try to avoid it and 

you can’t keep taking more out than you are putting in – that will kill pigeon racing quicker than all 

the raptor problems we are facing.  

I know good Treasurers are hard to find so maybe if their job was made a little simpler there would 

be more volunteers. I’m not holding my breath though. 

Once again I think I am bashing my head against a brick wall – it seems to be a habit of mine when I 

try to get people to think about “CHANGE”. It won’t stop me keep trying though! 

Before I close for another week, just a final reminder about the Staffordshire Moorlands & District 

Prize Presentation, Show and Auction which is due to be held at the Kidsgrove Working Men’s Club 

on Saturday 13 December, starting at 12 noon. Don’t miss the Free Buffet. 

That’s your lot for the time being but I hope to see a lot of my readers at Kidsgrove on the 13th.  

Cheers for now. 

Brian Smith - Press Officer 


